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TGBTG SPORTS SPONSORS YATES GOLF TEAMS  

WITH MILLYGOLF PRODUCTS 

  

HOUSTON, TEXAS -   TGBTG Sports Continue with the outreach initiative with growing 

the game of golf in under-exposed areas by making a donation to Jack Yates high school 

in Houston Texas.   

Jack Yates is located in Houston third Ward, where over 90% of the kids who attend are 

African American, and has been a perennial powerhouse in basketball for the last two 

decades. The basketball coach, Greg Wise, doubles as the schools golf coach and has 

recruited close to a dozen players to compete representing the school in area 

tournaments.  

TGBTG Sports made the In-kind donation of the new MillyGolf glow glove to the boys and 

girls teams. When making the presentation to the teams, TGBTG Sports Director Cyril 

White talked to the students about NIL, trademarking, and other business information 

related to understanding branding.  

“We are glad to provide the gloves to the Yates team, but beyond that it’s very important 

that they understand the business behind name image and likeness as young athletes,” 

said White. “Raising the awareness of the opportunity that awaits them is paramount.”
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The shining star of the Yates team is Calvin Murphy III; or “Trey”. Grandson of the NBA 

Hall of Famer, the young Murphy shot a team best 84 to qualify for the upcoming 

regionals.  The sophomore is also a guard on the basketball team and averages 19 points 

in 8 assists per game as a second-year varsity player. He aspires to be a two-sport athlete 

in college.   

“Murphy has a bright future, but so do all of the other kids who play golf as it is a wonderful 

executive sport,” said White. “We will continue to Sponsor high school teams around the 

country and encourage kids to play golf who otherwise would not have an interest.” 

For more information visit GOLFANDHOOPS.COM or MILLYGOLF.NET 
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